Riding on the success of the International Green Building Conference, the International Built Environment Week (IBEW) 2019 is the first fully-integrated event in the region that covers not only sustainability but the entire built environment lifecycle value chain.

WHY YOU SHOULD ATTEND

Amid global challenges like climate change, rapid urbanisation, and digital disruptions, it is timely to transform your business and turn these challenges into growth opportunities. The IBEW offers the best platform to keep abreast with current best practices and future trends in sustainability, digitalisation, productive construction technologies and smart facilities management.

Learn about the latest innovations and solutions from more than 550 exhibiting Companies, at the comprehensive showcase spanning over 14,000m²

Enhance your experience with Journey Maps curated based on different interests

Gain insights from over 100 expert speakers

Network with 12,000+ industry professionals from over 50 countries

Real estate investors, developers, building owners, architects, engineers, contractors, government, facility managers, consultants and more!

A government-organised and industry supported event

REGISTER YOUR INTEREST NOW!

Tel: +65 6780 4658
Email: ibew@reedexpo.com.sg
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